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June 24, 2020 
 
 
 
Sole Source 20/21-I TripSpark Technologies, a Trapeze Software Group, Inc. company 
 

Opened:  June 24, 2020 

 
The District will recognize the Trapeze Software Group is the sole source provider for all MapNet, 
VEO Transportation, FleetRunner, GPS, MDT, student ID, and associated VEO Now onboard 
technologies.as stated in their sole source letter, as a result of no contests being submitted during 
this Sole Source.  This Sole Source was broadcast nationwide to over 100 organizations.   
 
We will continue to recognize this for 1 year, at which time we will again verify this claim and post 
another Sole Source for those who may wish to challenge. 

 
 
 
 
Mike Pershing, CPPB 
Purchasing Specialist 
Charlotte County Public Schools 
 
 



 
 
June 10, 2020 
 
Mr. Greg Herlean, Purchasing Director 
Charlotte County Public Schools  
1445 Education Way 
Port Charlotte, FL 33948 
 
Re: Sole Source provider 
 
 
Dear Mr. Herlean: 
 
TripSpark Technologies, a Trapeze Software Group Inc. company, has been providing school 
transportation software solutions for over 30 years.   For 17 years now, since January 2003, we are proud 
to be Charlotte County Public Schools’ student transportation route planning software and service 
provider.  
 
The Trapeze Software Group is the sole source provider for all MapNet, VEO Transportation, FleetRunner, 
GPS, MDT, student ID, and associated VEO Now onboard technologies. By providing comprehensive route 
planning, GPS, and MDT onboard technology solutions, Trapeze customers receive a single source 
solution. This single source solution provides our customers with enhanced, future-proof functionality, 
while also eliminating integration risks and potential vendor integration issues. 
 
Providing a 360-degree student transportation hardware and software solution sets Trapeze and our 
onboard technologies apart. Combine this with our operational expertise, awareness, and commitment 
to safety and efficiencies, and you begin to understand why a single source is so critical and why every 
one of our VEO Now onboard technology implementations has been a complete success.     
 
For CCPS to be successful with the advanced transportation initiatives it is pursuing, these initiatives all 
require very deep, core software integrations, without API's, given the technical, proprietary, and 
confidential nature of the information. In short, there are a lot of pieces and moving parts, and it is truly 
in CCPS’s best interest to purchase through a sole source. TripSpark’s single source product offering 
ensures CCPS’s success, since current and future technologies on your technology plan are already in place 
and working together. Five such examples are as follows:  
 
1. WheresTheBus Parent App: To ensure implementation success and protection of student information, 

the WheresTheBus Parent App Solution needs to be provided through a sole source provider / single 
source integration / solution: 
 

- To provide a parent app, intimate access to real-time and historic GPS and student transportation 
information is required. Neither real-time GPS data nor route plan data (VEO Transportation / 
MapNet) along is sufficient to providing parents with a real-time parent app. Rather, it is the intimate 
combination of the GPS and route plan information that results in a successful and secure 
implementation. 

 



- The parent app validation process needs access to VEO Transportation / MapNet, to validate student 
information, and to ensure only authorized individuals can access the parent app and bus information. 

 
- To provide the parent with information on their bus arrival, the bus and bus stop their student is 

assigned needs to be determined (which we do through VEO Transportation / MapNet information). 
 

- To provide estimated time of arrival (ETA), we process significant amounts of historical GPS 
information in order to come up with the necessary statistical information to make a prediction.  

 
2. Route compliance and optimization: To most effectively utilize GPS and onboard technology data, 

route planning data must be heavily integrated throughout the GPS applications. Plan data allows the 
GPS software to identify exceptions and prioritize the largest operational deviations. Actual and plan 
information are combined and presented on one highly integrated, interactive, and informative 
screen, dramatically simplifying analysis and issue identification and resolution.  
 

3. Student Ridership / Identification: Knowing the location and students assigned to a bus stop makes 
student identification extremely efficient and accurate. This is especially important during FTE state 
counting periods, since student ID locations can be verified, and also when identifying special needs 
students. Because special needs student stops are almost always curbside pickups, the MDT knows in 
advance which student is going to board and can present a single check box for the driver to check the 
student on or off, in one click. When the bus pulls away, the student identification is sent. 

 
4. Automated electronic Medicaid Reimbursement: TripSpark combines the student identification 

information captured in the previous item #3 with additional student information for electronic 
submission. TripSpark can then automatically export this information to CCPS’ Medicaid 
reimbursement facilitator / vendor, allowing submissions to be automated through this electronic 
process. This Medicaid export integration will at a minimum save significant labor and cost and likely 
increase reimbursement funding by capturing more Medicaid trips electronically than paper sheets. 
 

5. Mobile Date Terminals (MDT): In order to provide up to date information to bus drivers and aids, 
MDT’s need to receive automatic nightly updates of all route and student changes. These changes are 
managed in VEO Trans / MapNet, CCPS’ route planning software provided by TripSpark. Any changes 
to VEO Transportation (or MapNet) are automatically updated on the MDT’s nightly so all buses have 
the most recent and accurate route and student information. 

 
If there is any additional information you would like us to provide, we are happy to do so. Otherwise, we 
thank you for your continued support for the past 17 years, and we look forward to many more years of 
providing you with the best transportation software and onboard technology solutions.  Trapeze Software 
Group is committed to the success of each of our customers, Charlotte County Public Schools for sure 
being one of them. We will continue to work hard to ensure that reputation continues, one customer 
implementation success at a time. 
 
Sincerely, 
TripSpark Technologies 

 

 
Richard T. Papa 
General Manager, TripSpark Education 


